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Abstract
This report presents the results of the Remote Sensing Survey of Borrow Area B-West in connection with the
East Rockaway Inlet to Rockaway Inlet and Jamaica Bay Integrated Hurricane Sandy General Reevaluation
Report, New York. Remote sensing survey of the Area of Potential Effects (APE) for Borrow Area B-West was
carried out by a team from Dolan Research, Inc. (Dolan Research) under the direction of Lee Cox on September
24, 2020. The remote sensing survey simultaneously collected magnetic, acoustic, sub bottom, and
bathymetric data. The purpose of the survey was to locate, identify, and preliminarily assess the significance of
potential submerged cultural resources that might be impacted by offshore sand harvesting activities within
Borrow Area B-West. The underwater survey was designed to generate sufficient magnetic and acoustic
remote sensing data to identify anomalies suggestive of potential submerged cultural resources. Analysis of
the remote sensing data aimed to isolate targets of potential historical significance that might require further
investigation or avoidance. The analysis of results was carried out by Dolan Research in conjunction with the
Research and Archaeology staff of the Lake Champlain Maritime Museum (LCMM) and First Environment, Inc.
LCMM and Dolan Research have concluded that the research undertaken for the Remote Sensing Survey of
Borrow Area B-West has demonstrated that there are no submerged cultural resources located within the APE
of the project. The remote sensing data upon which this survey was conducted examined approximately 13.5
hectares (33.26 acres) of sea floor in the underwater study area for the project. Analysis of the survey data
revealed 14 distinct targets. All 14 targets were side scan sonar targets with no associated magnetic
signature. There was little magnetic variation across the APE and no sustained magnetic anomalies or
magnetic targets were identified. None of the 14 sonar targets that were identified are suggestive of
submerged cultural resources, such as a shipwreck or other submerged manmade structure, object, artifact, or
feature. No archaeological or historical resources that are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places (NHRP) were identified within the APE for the project.
LCMM offers the following conclusions and recommendations for the APE of offshore Borrow Area B-West:
1.
2.
3.

Analysis of the side scan sonar, magnetometer, and sub-bottom profiler data indicate that
there are no submerged archaeological or historic resources within the APE for the project.
No further studies or archaeological investigations are recommended within the APE for the
project.
Should additional work outside of the B-West APE be proposed during the development of this
project, LCMM notes that additional archaeological assessment may be required. Therefore,
LCMM recommends that it, or other CRM professionals, review any adjustments to the APE
that may fall outside the current underwater study area and review the results of any
additional remote sensing or geotechnical studies that may be conducted during the course
of the project to ensure that any as yet unidentified shipwrecks or underwater archaeological
resources that are revealed can be avoided.
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1.0 Introduction
This report presents the results of the Remote Sensing Survey of Borrow Area B-West in connection with the
East Rockaway Inlet to Rockaway Inlet and Jamaica Bay Integrated Hurricane Sandy General Reevaluation
Report, New York.
The East Rockaway Inlet to Rockaway Inlet project area consists of the Atlantic Shorefront Component, which
includes approximately six miles (9.7km) of shorefront on the Rockaway Peninsula entirely within the Borough
of Queens, New York City, and the Jamaica Bay Component, which includes three separate areas where High
Frequency Flood Risk Reduction Features (HFFRRFs) are planned. The proposed bayside work features a
series of floodwalls, berms, pumps, and nature-based features to prevent flooding to the back-bay areas. The
sand used for the Atlantic Shoreline features will come from three borrow areas along the Atlantic shoreline.
Borrow Areas A-West and A-East have been previously surveyed, but B-West has not been previously
investigated.

1.1 Project Location and Description
The Area of Potential Effect (APE) is offshore Borrow Area B-West, which is in the Atlantic Ocean, 2.5 nautical
miles south/southeast of East Rockaway Inlet, Queens Borough, New York, New York (Figure 1). Borrow Area
B-West is a square-shaped area that covers an area approximately 13.5 hectares (33.26 acres). The sides of
the APE are slightly more than 1,200 feet (366m) in length. Water depth at the APE ranged from 49 to 61 feet
(15-18.6m).

1.1.1 Location of Borrow Area B-West
Coordinates for the corners of Offshore Borrow Area B-West in the Atlantic Ocean are expressed in the New
York State Plane Coordinate System (Long Island Zone, feet) in Table 1. These coordinates were provided by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District.
Table 1: Location of Borrow Area B-West

Corner
1
2
3
4

February 2021

Northing
136,950
138,100
138,400
137,250

Easting
1,057,900
1,057,600
1,058,750
1,059,100

1

Figure 1. Project Location overlaid on NOAA Chart 12350 “Jamaica Bay and Rockaway Inlet”
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1.2 Previously Conducted Cultural Resources Surveys
New York State’s Cultural Resource Information System (CRIS) does not contain information for offshore
cultural resources investigations beyond approximately one-half mile (0.8km) of the shoreline. However, other
borrow areas in the vicinity of Borrow Area B-West have been subjected to cultural resource surveys previously.
The results of those surveys are presented in Chapter 2.

1.3 Report Organization
This report contains five chapters, a bibliography, and three appendices. Chapter 1 contains introductory and
background information pertinent to the project. Chapter 2 presents the maritime context, prehistoric, and
historic background for the project area. Chapter 3 presents the methodological approaches used to gather
and analyze data for this Phase I underwater archaeological investigation. Chapter 4 presents the results of
the survey and data analysis, and Chapter 5 presents a summary of findings and recommendations for this
Phase I underwater archaeological investigation. The Bibliography presents the sources that were referenced
in the production of this report. Appendix I presents a depiction of the vessel setup. Appendix II contains
specifications for the remote sensing equipment. Resumes of key LCMM project staff are presented as
Appendix III.

2.0 Historic Context
2.1 Geologic Background
Potential resources that may be encountered in the area of Borrow Area B-West include historic shipwrecks
and submerged prehistoric sites. While there is a possibility of encountering either of these kinds of
archaeological sites within the project area, the probability is low. Undocumented shipwreck sites can be
discovered in a project area using remote sensing equipment, however, submerged prehistoric sites are not
conclusively identified in this manner. Instead, predictive models for regional locations of prehistoric sites are
created based, in general, on landscape features such as close proximity to water and other resources, and on
having little to no slope of the land. Remote sensing technologies can help to capture features such as
paleochannels and the progression of glaciofluvial movements from the Pleistocene epoch to the estuarine
sedimentary deposits of the early Holocene. These features may clarify which areas, now submerged, may
have been utilized by humans when the land was exposed (Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2005;
Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020; Schwab et al., 2000).

Figure 2: Harbor Hill Moraine and Ronkonkoma Moraine, Courtesy of wikipedia.org
February 2021
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The Ronkonkoma Moraine and the Harbor Hill Moraine generally run east to west across present day Long
Island, New York, as seen in Figure 2. The Ronkonkoma Moraine formed during the Pleistocene epoch, early in
the Wisconsin Stage. The Harbor Hill Moraine represents the last glacial maximum of the Wisconsin Stage
glacier, and the most recent advance of the last glacier in this region about 20,000 years before present
(Schuldenrein et al., 2014:54; Stoffer and Messina, 1996). By the Holocene, this glacier was likely melted
completely. The gravel, rock, and sand moved by the runoff was deposited on the expansive outwash plain to
the coast and the edge of the continental shelf. The sediments that make up this outwash plain are
unconsolidated deposits of materials from the Cretaceous period through the present day, resting on a deep
crystalline bedrock floor. The southern ocean facing shore of Long Island also sets upon many deposits of
unconsolidated sediments and bedrock, with surface materials of beach and wind-blown, medium- to coursegrained sands containing shell fragments (Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2004:2-1). Jamaica Bay and
Rockaway Beach are some of the many lagoonal systems in this region that lie across the extent of the
southern shore of Long Beach Island, formed from the barrier the island mass creates with the ocean and the
changing sea levels over time. The salt marsh deposits that make up Jamaica Bay are fairly recent in
geological time, with large portions of these deposits covered over by twentieth century landfill deposits
(Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2004:2-2).

Figure 3: Mid Atlantic Bight
Courtesy of https://www.integratedecosystemassessment.noaa.gov/regions/northeast/mid-atlantic-bight

Area B-West lies on the Mid-Atlantic Bight portion of the Continental Shelf, in the prehistoric outwash plains of
the Ronkonkoma and Harbor Hill terminal moraines described above. This area is generally delineated in
Figure 3. The melting of glaciers in this region contributed to sea level rise and to isostatic rebound of the
land, generally separated into three ‘meltwater pulses’ between 12,000 and 9,500 years before present. The
mid-shelf scarp shown in Figure 4 is likely the shoreline during the Younger Dryas period (12,000- 13,000
years before present) and largely associated with the drastic expansion of human population into areas
previously occupied by glaciers in this region (Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020; Stoffer and Messina,
1996).
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Figure 4: Mid Shelf Scarp and Paleoindian Shorelines of Project Areas, Courtesy of Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020:6

2.1.1 Paleoenvironment
The Paleoindian shoreline, mentioned above as the mid-shelf scarp or wedge, is currently 130 feet (40m)
below sea level. The New York Bight region follows eustatic models of sea rise from the late Pleistocene to the
early Holocene, as the hinge line of isostatic response to glacial weight lies to the south of the survey area
(Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020:4). The shorelines shifted over time, along with the meltwater pulses,
especially in the dynamic areas close to the Hudson paleochannel. Because of the massive flooding events
through the Hudson paleochannel and the relatively shallow areas surrounding this outlet, there is the
possibility that project Area B-West contains ephemeral sites relating to the Paleoindian or Archaic periods.
Sea rise levels for the New York Bight area between 12,000 to 10,000 years before present inundated the
Continental Shelf along with any present evidence of human occupation. The habitable coastal outwash plains
of this region stretched about 60 miles (97km) across the Continental Shelf during the Paleoindian period. By
9,000 years before present, this area shrunk to a 10-mile (16km) outwash plain and by 6,000 years before
present, sea levels were close to present day levels (Schuldenrein et al., 2014: 25-27).
Examples of Paleoindian features that could be encountered include weir features from the lee of paleobarrier
features or midden deposits in close proximity to paleochannels. Other maritime elements of prehistoric
cultural material from this region include watercraft and fishing technology elements, though preservation of
organics such as bone, leather, or wood have a low chance of surviving in the turbulent, acidic environment of
coastal areas of this region (Merwin, 2019: 85). In 1994, the Sea Bright Borrow Area dredging site used to
fortify part of Monmouth Beach, New Jersey was found to contain prehistoric artifacts dating from the Early to
Late Archaic period (Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020: 8-9). The Corcione Collection was collected from
the Monmouth Beach site where sediments from the Sea Bright Borrow Area were deposited. The collection
contains over 200 stone artifacts, making this one of the largest prehistoric collections to be recovered
offshore in eastern North American. The Sea Bright Borrow Area dredging site is within 15-20 miles (24-32km)
southwest of Area B-West and lies in a similar proximity to a present-day land mass. Additionally, Pleistocene
animal remains such as Mastodon elements have been recovered by fishing trawlers in other nearby offshore
locations, indicating that this region was exposed and utilized by humans and the animals they hunted. Due to
the stabilization that occurred around 6,000 years before present, where sea levels reached present day
levels, there are more data available for Late Archaic sites in nearshore areas than those of Paleoindian and
Early Archaic sites that have since been inundated.
Sea level rise further inland resulted in specific sedimentation patterns that are well documented regionally for
areas like the New York Bight, but not well defined for smaller localities such as Jamaica Bay (Merwin, 2019:
83; Schuldenrein et al., 2014:26). Additionally, historic era modifications to the landscape in coastal areas
like Jamaica Bay have likely destroyed prehistoric sites, resulting in the absence of a material record for
prehistoric occupation (Merwin, 2019: 83; Schuldenrein et al., 2014: 28). In predictive models for earlier
sites, location and abundance are largely guided by the changing geomorphic environment described above,
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while later period models and trends are guided more by variable subsistence practices (Schuldenrein et al.,
2014: 28).
The New York Bight region during the Late Pleistocene was mostly boreal forest, with mainly coniferous trees
such as spruce. During the Holocene between 8,000 to 10,000 years before present, pines almost completely
replaced the spruce trees, indicating the warming of the climate in the area, and around 4,000 years before
present, oaks made up about 50 percent of the new deciduous forests (Merwin, 2019: 83). These changes in
forestation of the region also meant a change in available animal and plant resources for people throughout
time. Further, regional maritime adaptations would also be dependent on available resources of the
surrounding environment through time (Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2004: 2-1 to 3-2).

2.1.2 Prehistoric Cultural History
The potential range of prehistoric human occupation of the survey areas extend from pre-Clovis through the
Late Archaic culture groups. Pre-Clovis assertions in other areas may be used to infer the presence of humans
in this region before the Last Glacial Maximum retreated and therefore likely through the transition phases of
melting (Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020:13-14). Clovis-era material culture is largely associated with the
diagnostic fluted point technology as well as other chipped-stone tools dating to the Late Pleistocene, and
documented across eastern North America in abundance. Most evidence of Paleoindian sites are isolated
finds of projectile points, but likely the most thoroughly studied Paleoindian site from the greater New York
Bight area is the Shawnee-Minisink site in eastern Pennsylvania (Merwin, 2019: 86).
The earliest Archaic sites are accepted as a continuation of Clovis technology and culture through the change
of points to notched projectiles from the former lanceolate varieties. The people continued to function in the
same smaller migratory bands or groups, gathering plant foods and resources and hunting game (Panamerican
Consultants, Inc., 2004: 3-3; Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020:15). Rising sea levels at this time pushed
back available areas for human occupation and inundated existing sites. Stone tool technologies of the Early
Archaic period include corner-notched, stemmed, and bifurcate varieties with some serrated edges, and a
marked shift in preference of raw materials to favor non-cryptocrystallin stones such as argillite (Panamerican
Consultants, Inc., 2004: 3-3 to 3-4; Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020:15).
Middle Archaic sites dated between 8,500 to 5,000 years before present have been more abundantly located,
showing diagnostic differences in both bifurcated and stemmed point technologies as well as groundstone
tools from the earlier period. Middle Archaic sites are generally larger and often had multiple uses. It is
sometimes difficult to discern Late Archaic sites from Middle Archaic based on material culture alone; however,
these later sites are often larger indicating an increase of people as well as indications of longer length of stay
at sites (Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 2020: 15). Based on more inland studies of this time period in
current New York State, human populations in the region rose significantly during the Middle to Late Archaic
period, and during the latter, sea levels rose to modern coastline levels (Merwin, 2019: 87-88). Because sea
levels have remained about the same since this last rise, Woodland sites are not expected on the Continental
Shelf as Paleoindian and Archaic sites are, but instead would only be present in near-present day shore areas
(Merwin, 2019: 89). It should be noted that archaeological sites along modern coastlines are in danger of
being submerged from current sea level rise (Merwin, 2019: 89).
The shift from Late Archaic to Early Woodland is generally marked by a transition towards horticulture
subsistence strategy in addition to the hunting and gathering pattern, as well as the appearance of ceramics
(Schuldenrein, 2014:114, 127-128). The Early to Late Woodland period spans from 3,000 years before
present up to European Contact. The Transitional period between Late Woodland and European Contact is
sometimes dated locally by the presence of the Classons Point phase of East River tradition, with other
material culture including shell-tempered pottery and European tradegoods, and site locations at higher
elevations to avoid tidal surges (Schuldenrein, 2014: 128).
Around the time of European Contact, the coastal regions of New England were densely populated with
indigenous peoples from a myriad of ethnically diverse backgrounds. Although these people are often
described under larger European-derived umbrella-terms, it should be noted that these umbrella associations
do not always align with the histories that Native descendent communities know, nor do they often account for
the level of diversity among the groups placed under single umbrellas. Present day New York Harbor was a
main hub of cultural contact and osmosis between many ethnically diverse Native American groups and newly
arrived Europeans beginning in the early 16th century.
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The Cultural Resources Information System (CRIS) for New York State (NYS) shows five prehistoric sites within
about a 10-mile (16k) radius from the B-West project area. Of those prehistoric sites, three are associated
with known Canarsie village sites, included burials, and were dated to the Late Woodland through European
Contact periods. Of the two remaining prehistoric sites, one was also dated Late Woodland and the other was
left undated. All of these prehistoric sites lie above the northeast shore of Jamaica Bay.

2.1.3 General History of Project Area
While the state of New York has been settled for several thousand years by various ethnically diverse Native
American groups, the general history of the project area is primarily focused on an abbreviated background of
the region since European settlement. With the “discovery” of the region by the Italian explorer Giovanni da
Verrazano in 1524 and the subsequent colonization by the Dutch in the 17th century, New York slowly grew
and prospered primarily through trade (Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration
for the City of New York 2004:22; Panamerican 2020:15, 19). With the seizure of the colony by the British in
the late 17th century, the settlements in New York further grew. Through periods of intermittent warfare, the
events of the American Revolution, and the founding of the United States in the late 18th century, the region
expanded further and continued to prosper in trade. The development of inter-regional railways, canals, and
trans-Atlantic routes further changed New York, and by the late 19th and early 20th centuries the state
became one of the most important hubs for global commerce. Today, New York State continues to develop as
one of the leading industrial and financial centers in the United States.
Europe’s first exposure to New York was during the voyages of Giovanni da Verrazano, an Italian from Florence
sailing for Francois I, the king of France. Sailing from Europe in 1524 to chart a route to China, he ended up on
the eastern coast of the continent of North America. Verrazano traveled far enough north and east to enter
New York Bay to reconnoiter the region before continuing his voyage back to France. However, the French did
not follow up on Verrazano’s discovery which left the area open to exploration by the Dutch in the 17th century
(Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of New York 2004:22-23).
Henry Hudson, an Englishman in the employ of the Dutch East India Company, was the next European after
Verrazano to travel into the New York region from the Atlantic Ocean. Working with the Dutch, Hudson and his
fellow settlers laid claim to the region and founded a small colony and trading venture in Manhattan. As a
small but established trading post, the Dutch called this region the New Netherlands in 1614 and controlled
fur-trading operations throughout the surrounding country. In 1623, the Dutch West India Company took over
trading operations of the region, and the town of New Amsterdam was founded in 1625 (Workers of the
Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of New York 2004:23-26).
In 1664, the British took control of New Amsterdam from the Dutch, renamed it New York, and established the
Port of New York. Resuming trading operations already established by the Dutch, the British Monarchy
continued to develop commercial activities in the area as the Atlantic seaboard provided the perfect route for
exports going out of the colony and for imports coming in from Europe (Brouwer 1990:3-13). Flour replaced
furs as the main export and was shipped mainly to the West Indies. Well into the 18th century, exports
included whale oil, beaver pelts, and some tobacco shipped to England with flour, pork, bread, peas, and
horses sent to the West Indies. Imports from England and the West Indies included manufactured goods, rum,
molasses, and sugar (Panamerican 2020:17). Shipping increased considerably by the middle of the 18th
century. Imports included: “fish oil, blubber, whale fins, turpentine, seal skins, hops, cider, bricks, coal, lamp
black, wrought iron, tin, brasury [sic], joinery, carriages and chairs.” Exports included chocolate, lumber, “and
import goods from both the West Indies and Europe” (Panamerican 2020:17).
Well into the 18th century, interior settlements surrounding New York were well populated in order to support
the large-scale production of goods for export to the surrounding colonies and abroad to Europe. Due to the
increased trade, the port of New York further expanded with rudimentary, but accessible, interior trade routes
connecting to other colonies. There was also an increase in shipbuilding and a need for larger, more
economical ships to handle and transport the ever-increasing amount of trade goods. In 1770, New York
stood fourth after Philadelphia, Boston, and Charleston among the leading North American ports in total
tonnage of imports and exports. Population growth also increased in the region in tandem with the surge in
commercial activities (Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of New
February 2021
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York 2004:45-62; Albion 1984:2-5). However, commerce and trade significantly slowed while the British
occupied the state and port during the Revolutionary War. Other events such as the Yellow Fever epidemics of
1795 and 1798, the Embargo Act of 1807, and the shutdown of the port during the War of 1812 further
stagnated growth in the region (Panamerican 2020:19).
As the 19th century progressed and the War of 1812 ended, New York once again began to slowly grow. The
development and use of railroads in the state allowed for major rail lines to connect the entire region to the
interior of the United States, with 12 rail lines directly provisioning the port of New York with freight service
(Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of New York 2004:246-247).
The opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 contributed to the expansion of commercial activities. The canal
connected the western part of the United States in the Great Lakes region to the eastern seaboard along with
the Champlain Canal, which connected the Hudson River to the Saint Lawrence seaway in Canada (Whitford
1922:13-15). Large clipper and packet ships bound for markets in Europe, Asia, and the Western United
States contributed to the broader trends of economic development.
In addition to the use of rails and canals, the invention of steam technology and the advancement of ships
using steam-power further contributed to the growth of the region. Massive excursion lines, such as the
Hudson River Day Line, allowed for effective and timely service from New York City to cities like Albany on the
Hudson River (Ringwald 1965). Steamships in the late 19th century eventually replaced traditional sailing
craft as the primary cargo haulers and immigration transports to the United States. Well into the 20th century,
steamships became larger and more efficient in oceanic travel until petroleum-powered engines eventually
replaced older steam-engine technology. The advent of automobiles and the development of the inter-state
roads and highways in New York further expanded the progression of the region. The First World War and
eventually the Second World War led to increases in global commerce for the port of New York as well.
By the middle of the 20th century, the state of New York had established itself as a central hub for global
commerce. Newer and more economic modes of seaborne transportation, such as the container ship, allowed
for goods and materials to be packaged and handled in standardized freight containers. New York State
combined the main Atlantic port with New Jersey to become the Port of New York and New Jersey and became
one of the most advanced and developed ports in the United States (Brouwer 1990:54,204-205). Today, the
region of New York is known for its tourism and the iconic city of New York. The Atlantic seaboard of the state
continues to serve as one of the busiest ports in the United States with imports and exports constantly flowing
through the shared port with the state of New Jersey.

2.2 Maritime History of Project Area
The Maritime History of Rockaway Inlet and the surrounding New York Bay region is diverse and spans through
the Paleoindian era to the present day. As a maritime community, the area is known for its commercial
activities and fisheries that developed from the early 17th century. While the area and surrounding New York
harbors expanded into the 18th and 19th centuries, so too did the use of different types of watercraft. From
the simple canoes and early Hudson River sloops, technological development brought the advent of
steamboats, canal boats, and trans-Atlantic clipper ships. The infrastructure of the New York ports also
developed with rail lines, terminals, wharves, and freight facilities. Well into and throughout the 20th century,
the use of lighters, barges, and more modern craft such as oceanic container ships in the port of New York
(later known as the Port of New York and New Jersey) dominated the maritime landscape and led to an
exponential increase in global commerce. Today, the Port of New York and New Jersey is one of the largest
and most technologically advanced ports in the United States.
Figure 5, which depicts one of the first prints of New Amsterdam, hints at the diversity of watercraft used in the
regions even during the earliest years of colonization with several canoes in the foreground, a small twomasted sailing vessel in the middle, and three larger square-rigged vessels in the background.
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Figure 5: The earliest view of New Amsterdam from a book printed by Joost Hartgen in Amsterdam, 1651, Courtesy of Bank
of Manhattan, 1915

The earliest known maritime commercial activity to take place on the broader New York harbor area started in
the early 17th century and focused on the fur trade. The first known cargo manifest from the vessel Wapen
van Amsterdam (Arms of Amsterdam) clearing port listed 7,246 beaver skins, 852 otter, 48 mink, 36 wildcat,
and 34 muskrat pelts, and “many logs of oak and nut wood” (Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works
Projects Administration for the City of New York 2004:34). Based on modern monetary values, the cargo was
worth about $25,000.00. The Dutch West India Company maintained a monopoly on the trade and fixed
prices on all imports and exports. However, the trade was not as profitable as expected and due to
unreasonable maritime regulations imposed by the regional governors, many colonists turned to the
occupation of smuggling (Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of
New York 2004:35). Slavery was another commercial venture for the colony, yet it was not a profitable
enterprise for the Dutch colony.
For most of the early part of the 17th century, many of the larger ships operating in the area were built abroad.
The vessels were generally owned by the West India Company and ships owned by other interests in Holland
(Bank of Manhattan Company 1915:9-12). While smaller boats were more than likely made in the surrounding
region, the first documented large scale shipbuilding venture began in 1631 with the construction of the vessel
Nieuw Nederlandt (New Netherland) on the banks of the East River (Workers of the Writer’s Program of the
Works Projects Administration for the City of New York 2004:39). The ship was built much larger than the
typical smaller Dutch vessels made for shallow canals and coastal waters of Holland. There are two conflicting
accounts of the actual tonnage with one stating the vessel was 600 tons while the other put the ship at 800
tons (Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of New York 2004:39).
Dutch shipbuilders also constructed coastal sailing vessels such as sloops and ketches given the lack of
infrastructure to make larger ocean rated vessels.
By 1664, the British sent a naval flotilla of four men-of-war ships to the colony of New Amsterdam and wrested
control of the region from the Dutch (Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for
the City of New York 2004:44). Given the ineffectiveness of local rule, the Dutch surrendered the colony with
no resistance and the area was renamed New York. Under British rule, the colony was opened up to British
trade and interests while supporting continued Dutch commercial ventures. As New York slowly grew, the
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number of vessels and port activity increased. Statistics from 1683 list three ships, 62 sloops, three barks, 23
sloops, and 41 small boats. By 1696, the number of vessels rose to 60 ships, 62 schooners, 40 square-rigged
vessels, and 60 small boats (Hall 1884:115; Albion 1984:3; Panamerican 2020:19-20).
One of the most iconic vessels to be used for trade in the region is the Hudson River sloop. Modified from the
original Dutch yacht design used earlier in the 17th century, the Hudson River sloop retained a rounded, full
bottom and a characteristic broad beam of most Dutch vessels at the time. The vessel type also had a very
light draft, which made it ideal for traveling through the shallows of the Hudson River. The sloop was the
standard vessel for transportation and hauling freight between New York and Albany. Also, they were used in
coastal commercial trade and passenger service along with shipping to and from the West Indies. By 1771,
Hudson River sloops were modified into large, sturdy boats with a record number of 125 being used for service
between Albany and New York (Hall 1884:115).
During the beginning of the 18th century, maritime commercial development was relatively slow. However,
many of the settlements within the interior of the surrounding region were profitable in manufacturing
exportable goods. Merchants were primarily engaged with trade in the West Indies, where provisions were
shipped from New York in exchange for products made in the West Indies. In turn, these products were taken
to England and exchanged for manufactured goods. Privateering was another lucrative business in New York
as many pirates were engaged in slavery, smuggling, and taking the prize of ships (Workers of the Writer’s
Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of New York 2004:53-61).
The industry of shipbuilding and commerce exponentially increased over the years in addition to maritime
infrastructure. Docking and shipping facilities were developed and the number of ship owners and
consortiums rose (Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of New
York 2004:61-62). Leading to an ever-increasing capitalistic market system, the British Monarchy imposed
harsh restrictions and taxation. This was a contributing factor leading to the outbreak of the Revolutionary War
and, by 1775, trade had slowed yet again due to this same issue. During the war, New York was
predominantly used as a naval base for the British fleet given its strategic importance and location.
After the end of the Revolutionary War, trade renewed again at the tail end of the 18th century and by 1797
New York had become one of the leading seaports in the world (Panamerican 2020:20). Throughout the 19th
century, American shipbuilding in New York continued to thrive and newer technology such as steam power
was introduced. Represented in Figure 6, the successful test and launch of Robert Fulton’s Hudson River
Steam Boat in 1807 ushered in a new era of maritime commerce. Owning a monopoly on all steamboat
production until 1824, Fulton’s control was deemed unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court. This
opened up the steamboat business to competing companies and newer and larger vessels (Ringwald 1965:112). By the 1840s, the use of steamboats along the Hudson River and ports of New York was at a peak given
the increasing amount of steamers in service (Ringwald 1965:7).
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Figure 6: Watercolor painting of North River Steam Boat (also known as Claremont) by Richard Varick De Witt, 1858,
Courtesy of Ringwald 1965

The opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 contributed to the broadening of marine commercial activities in the
ports of New York. The Erie Canal connected the western part of the United States to the eastern seaboard
along with the northern connection through the Champlain Canal. Traditional canal boats and sailing canal
boats were common vessels seen throughout the ports (Whitford, 1922:13-15). Trans-Atlantic clipper ships
and packets bound for markets in Europe, Asia, and the Western United States contributed to the broader
trends of economic development as well. By the middle of the 19th century, the ports of New York had
radically developed into a bustling hub of trade. Figure 7 depicts a view of New York Harbor in 1849, with
several Hudson River steamboats, square-rigged three-masted ships, and smaller sail-rigged vessels, most
likely sloops.
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Figure 7: View of New York, 1849, Courtesy of the Bank of Manhattan Company 1915

Other canals constructed in Delaware, Maryland, and Pennsylvania further bolstered commercial activity and
maritime transportation through inland waterways connecting to the ports of New York. The Delaware &
Raritan Canal brought coal from Pennsylvania to New Brunswick, New Jersey. Canal boats and barges were
instrumental in hauling cargoes of coal, with steam tugs acting as towboats for them. Facilitating the
increased coal trade into the Upper New York Bay area was the Arthur Kill and Kill Van Kull waterways, which
were important corridors for waterborne transportation. The expansion of rail lines and terminals into the
region further increased the amount of coal into the maritime ports by the middle and late 19th century
(Albion, 1984:134-137).
Historically, the broader New York region and Jamaica Bay, in particular, was known for its fisheries of clams,
crabs, and oysters (Bellot, 1917:62). With the various interspersed islands and shallow draft navigable
waterways, it was the perfect area for fishing using small watercraft like sloops, canoes, and pettyaugers. 1
After European settlement, the town started to impose restrictions on fishing and the indiscriminate taking of
shellfish in a notice from July 1763, stating the following:
“Whereas divers persons, without any right or license to do so, have of late, with sloops,
boats, and other craft, presumed to come to Jamaica bay and taken, destroyed and carried
away quantities of clams, mussels, and other fish, to the great damage of said town, this is to
give warning to all persons who have no right or liberty that they do forbear to commit any
such trespass in the bay in the future; otherwise they will be prosecuted at law for the same
by Thomas Cornell, Jr., and Waters Smith. By order of the town” (Bellot, 1917:62).
By 1869, the town adopted measures to further control fishing access to Jamaica Bay by recommending the
exclusion of all non-residents from the fisheries in the bay. Stakes and other obstructions illegally standing in
the bay and local marshes were to be removed as well. In 1871, the Legislature passed an act that authorized
the board of auditors to lease to residents of Jamaica Bay portions of land under the water for planting oysters.
Conditions were ascribed for each lease and penalties if any trespass were to occur on leased allotments.
However, by the early 20th century the local fishing trade changed with more people fishing for leisure rather
than for-profit (Bellot, 1917:63). People also flocked to the area for vacation as the local villages had
1 A pettyauger is a vessel that is also known as a type of large dugout canoe termed a “periauger.” Referenced in the late
18th century journal of Landon Carter, a member of the House of Burgesses and prominent landowner in Virginia, the term
pettyauger may be a corrupted version of the word from 1776 that has since been lost. Other examples in the United
States at the time are petty augur, pettiaguer, pirogue, and pettiaugre (Wolfe 2011).
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prominent summer resorts. Pleasure vessels such as catboats, single-engine motorboats, luxury motor
launches, and large excursion steamers were common in the summer months.
Railroads and connecting terminal facilities in the harbors of New York also had an impact on the development
of maritime commerce and building in the latter 19th century and well into the 20th century. Twelve rail lines
served the port directly with the New York Central having direct access to Manhattan with freight service
(Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects Administration for the City of New York 2004:246-247).
Railroad companies servicing the port had to be able to manage outgoing freight, goods, and getting people to
their final destinations via the water. Additionally, incoming cargoes from ocean-going vessels were far greater
in tonnage than cargo transported overland. A system of using lighters to transport various merchandise and
freight from these vessels to wharves and terminals was devised, primarily using barges with cranes called
“stick lighters” as shown in Figure 8. Lighters are defined as a vessel with a deck used to convey freight about
harbors or in contiguous waters and consisted of a variety of craft, such as self-propelled barges, tow-assisted
barges, sail-equipped craft, and steam-powered tugboats (Harding 1912:14-15; Panamerican 2020:21-22).

Figure 8: Stick lighters unloading a ship in New York Harbor in the early 20th century, Courtesy of the New York Lighterage
Company

As the ports of New York developed at the end of the 19th century, the use of clipper ships and sail packets
gradually came to an end with the increased use of railways and canals. The opening of the Suez Canal in
1869 had a substantial impact on commercial activity in New York harbors as well. The Suez Canal allowed
more direct shipping through the North Atlantic to the Indian Ocean destined for markets in Europe and Asia.
The route negated the need for ships to spend more time circumnavigating the dangerous route around Africa
(Britannica 2020). Advancements in steam technology, such as the development of the triple expansion
steam engine and the use of screw propellers over paddle wheels, resulted in better and larger steamships
rated for ocean service. Ultimately, these factors led to a decline in shipbuilding, especially wooden-hulled
vessels, by the end of the century (Brouwer 1990:46; Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Works Projects
Administration for the City of New York 2004:154-187).
In the 20th century, the Port of New York was brimming with lighters, ferries, excursion steamboats, and newer
steel-hulled ocean liners. The construction of the Barge Canal from 1903 to 1918 allowed newer and larger
canal boats and ships to transport goods like grain from the Midwestern states of the U.S. into the Atlantic
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seaboard. The introduction of the automobile and subsequent highway systems had no real impact on marine
transportation in the harbors until the 1930s when the use of private automobiles took away much of the
business of excursion vessels (Brouwer 1990:51-54). Many of the communities alongside the coastal areas of
New York, particularly Rockaway Inlet and Jamaica Bay, established summer resorts. These resorts drew
thousands of people from the region to the various beaches and boardwalks that lined the Atlantic Ocean
(Panamerican 2020:23-31). Recreational boating and fishing became in vogue, where rowboats, sailboats,
and petroleum-powered motorboats were common craft seen in the area.
Both the First and Second World Wars briefly brought increases in commercial activity and modern
shipbuilding. However, by 1950 much of the impetus driving these activities fell. The development of
container ships and their modern counterparts led to the construction of new terminals and infrastructure
adapted to handling standardized freight containers. Container ships could easily and quickly transfer their
cargos to trains, trucks, and specialized ships (Brouwer 1990:54,204-205). The area also incorporated the
harbors of New Jersey and became known as the Port of New York and New Jersey. The use of lighters
gradually slowed and ultimately ceased by 1976 as they could not compete with the containership trade.
Much of these vessels and other vessels related to the lighterage system were deposited and abandoned in
derelict areas and shorelines around the entire Port of New York and New Jersey (Panamerican 2020:22).
Today, the Port of New York and New Jersey is the third busiest port in the United States (The Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey 2020). Infrastructure improvements continue to be made as commercial activity is
propelled by the containership trade. Much of the area is littered with the remains of ship graveyards, where
the practice of ship abandonment was instituted for the deposition of unwanted vessels and scrapped ships.
Most notable are the Arthur Kill and Kill Van Kull areas, which are ripe with abandoned vessels primarily dating
to the late 19th century and throughout the 20th century (Raber et al 1995). However, given the historic use
of the area, there is the potential to find earlier vintage vessels from the 18th century. Additionally, there is a
list of known vessels that have foundered and wrecked from East Rockaway Inlet to Jones Inlet (Panamerican
2020:60-72).

2.3 History of Rockaway
The history of Rockaway traces its beginnings to Dutch settlement and fur trade in the early part of the 17th
century. Originally, the area was settled by local Canarsie Indians. The first European settler of what is now
Rockaway was John Palmer who received a patent for the land from English governor Thomas Dongan. Palmer
soon sold his land to the first known white settler in the Rockaway peninsula, Richard Cornell, who around
1690 constructed a house at what is now known as Far Rockaway (Bellot 1917:10-11). In the early 18th
century, other families began moving into the area. According to Frederick Black, before the middle of the
19th century, nearly all those living in the land surrounding Jamaica Bay engaged in farming for a living (Black
1981:18).
When the British took control of the region, there was a commercial change from fur exportation to that of flour
and other exports including whale oil, beaver pelts, tobacco, pork, bread, peas, and horses while imports from
England and the West Indies included manufactured goods, rum, molasses, and sugar. Shipping continued to
increase in New York during the 1700s and beyond. Privateering or the preying on enemy commerce was also
common and often strayed into piracy. During the American Revolution, many residents in the Rockaway area
remained loyal to the Crown. However, there were some who sided with the Americans and minor military
encounters took place on the peninsula. When the British arrived following the Battle of Long Island on August
27, 1776, the American Army and many of those loyal to the cause fled. Following the victory of the British, the
entire area remained under British occupation until the end of the war in 1783 (Black 1981:19).
The Rockaway peninsula began to attract the upper classes of New York City as early as the 1830s. In 1830,
John Leake Norton formed the Rockaway Association, purchased land from the Cornell estate, and constructed
the Marine Pavilion on the former location of the Cornell homestead, which was razed during the project. This
was an elite hotel associated with such persons as John A. King, governor of New York State, and Philip Hone,
the former New York City mayor. The hotel attracted summer vacationers such as Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, Washington Irving, and others. The Pavilion is depicted on Hassler’s 1844 map and Dripps’ 1852
map as seen in Figures 9 and 10. It was destroyed by fire in 1864 (Bellot 1917:84). Other hotels, including
one owned by Henry Mott, sprang up to accommodate summer vacationers and in 1868, the Wave Crest Land
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Company, formed of lands previously owned by John Norton, began to sell lots in the area for summer cottages
to wealthy New Yorkers (Bellot 1917:21).

Figure 9: Greater Project Area in 1844, Courtesy of Hassler 1844

Figure 10: Greater Project Area in 1852, Courtesy of Dripps 1852

Well into the latter 19th century, Rockaway continued to be developed, with wealthy individuals further
purchasing tracts of land. Much of the land was subdivided into lots with the existing marshes filled in and
dunes leveled to accommodate housing and infrastructure (Bellot 1917:98-99). The Rockaway Railway, a
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division of the South Side Railroad, was a steam railroad that first provided train service between Far
Rockaway and Rockaway Beach, passing through Arverne near the Atlantic coast. Later, part of the Long
Island Railroad Company moved the track inland from the beach and a station was centrally located at
Arverne. By the early 1900s, the line had been electrified (Bellot 1917:34-35). After 1900, land south of the
railroad tracks filled up and landholders began developing the marshlands on the Jamaica Bay side.
Well into the 20th century, Rockaway peninsula was further developed with hotels and housing. The Arvene
and Edgemere marsh areas were further drained and filled in to make way for new construction. The
developments in Edgemere proceeded slower along Jamaica Bay than with Arverne and both developments
concentrated on the ocean side until those lots were taken (Bellot 1917:96). Real estate ventures, like the
Sommerville Realty Company, made quick progress on filling in the remaining marsh, constructing a bulkhead
at the shoreline, and filling it in with sand pumped from the bay (Bellot 1917:100). The company also laid out
modern streets and parkways, with other landowners constructing more bulkheads which increased their
property acreage.
Throughout the 19th and early 20th century, recreational activities such as fishing, boating, and bathing were
extremely popular in the bay. In the late 1800s, Waldman and Solecki estimated that approximately 5,000
individual fishing vessels were using the bay for recreational fishing on a yearly basis. Brant Point, Broad
Channel, and Edgemere were popular fishing spots. Commercial fishermen also frequented the bay, causing
conflicts between recreational fishing and commercial interests. Hunting and harvesting/seeding oysters were
also common activities. Sailing and sailboat racing organized by local yacht clubs remained major recreational
activities on Jamaica Bay through the early 20th century. Later, motorboat races were popular (Waldman and
Solecki 2018:10, 37). The area was a popular summer destination for bathers and people who wanted to
enjoy the beaches, as shown in Figure 11 which shows people at Rockaway Seaside in 1906.

Figure 11: Bathing scene at Rockaway’s Seaside in 1906, Courtesy of the Chamber of Commerce of the Rockaways 2020

Today, the Rockaway peninsula and surrounding communities have grown slowly and have become a day trip
destination for residents of New York City. The area has been mentioned in the 2007 New York Magazine as a
great vacation destination and a place to visit for recreational scuba diving due to the presence of sunken
ships (Urban Areas.Net, 2020). The area tends to be busier and more populated in the summer with an influx
of tourists visiting the beaches. In 2012, the communities of Rockaway were devastated by Hurricane Sandy
and suffered significant damage and coastal erosion. The Army Corps of Engineers is currently working to
restore sections affected by Hurricane Sandy.

2.4 Previous Archaeology
The NYS CRIS system does not currently contain extensive records of submerged sites and shows no sites in
the area around the Borrow Area B-West project area.
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The most applicable previous archaeology surveys that have occurred in the vicinity of Borrow Area B-West are
the various surveys of other borrow areas in the region.
The following map in Figure 12 shows the various borrow areas that have been utilized for a variety of projects
in previous decades.

Figure 12: Map showing Borrow Areas in the vicinity of Borrow Area B-West, Courtesy of Army Corps of Engineers

In 2005 Panamerican Consultant, Inc. conducted a remote sensing survey of an area that encompasses
Borrow Areas A-West and A-East (Krivor 2005:1). This survey utilized marine magnetometer and side scan
sonar to assess the area for potentially significant submerged cultural resources. A total of 60 Magnetic
anomalies were revealed during this survey and 10 of them were determined to be cultural in origin. The sites
were not further investigated, and avoidance was recommended to eliminate the possibility of impacting these
resources.
In 1993, the Army Corps of Engineers contracted WCH Industries of Waltham Massachusetts, to carry out a
remote sensing survey of Borrow Areas 1A and 1B which are located east of Borrow Area B-West. This survey,
which employed both marine magnetometer and side scan sonar, revealed seven possible targets of cultural
significance in Area 1A and four targets in Area 1B (Riess, 1993:7). Avoidance of these targets was
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recommended, and no further archaeological examination or characterization of those targets was conducted.
Also under contract to the Army Corps of Engineers in 1993, WCH Industries conducted remote sensing survey
of Borrow Area 2. This survey identified 34 remote sensing targets that were considered “possible cultural
resources” (Reiss 1994b:i). These 34 targets were later subjected to diver evaluation by archaeologists from
Panamerican Consultants, Inc. in 1999. All 34 targets were identified as nonsignificant modern debris and no
further archaeological work was carried out in this area.

3.0 Methodology
3.1 Project Location and Description
The APE is Offshore Borrow Area B-West, which is in the Atlantic Ocean, 2.5 nautical miles south/southeast of
East Rockaway Inlet, Queens Borough, New York, New York (Figure 1). Borrow Area B-West is a square-shaped
area that covers an area approximately 33.26 acres or 1,448,750 square feet in size. The sides of the APE are
slightly more than 1,200 feet in length. Water depth at the APE ranged from 49 to 61 feet.

3.1.1 Location of Borrow Area B- West
Coordinates for the corners of Offshore Borrow Area B-West in the Atlantic Ocean are expressed in the New
York State Plane Coordinate System (Long Island Zone, feet) in Table 2. These coordinates were provided by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District. See Figure 1)
Table 2: Coordinates of the Corners of Offshore Borrow Area B-West

Corner
1
2
3
4

Northing
136,950
138,100
138,400
137,250

Easting
1,057,900
1,057,600
1,058,750
1,059,100

3.2 Project Personnel
The field crew consisted of: Lee Cox, RPA, maritime archaeologist (Dolan Research); George Rollins, boat
captain and remote sensing specialist (Waterway Surveys); and Rob Propster, remote sensing technician
(Waterway Surveys).

3.3 Survey Vessel
All remote sensing survey operations were conducted from a 23-foot (7m) long by 8-foot (2.4m) wide Parker
fiberglass survey vessel which is suitable for offshore and shoal water operations. The vessel was outfitted
with a Yamaha 225hp, four-stroke outboard engine. Magnetic, acoustic, sub-bottom, and bathymetric data
were collected simultaneously across the B-West project area. The survey’s horizontal reference is the New
York (Long Island) State Coordinate System, NAD83, in feet.

3.4 Technology Employed
The fieldwork on site was completed by September 24, 2020. The magnetic, acoustic, and seismic remote
sensing fieldwork was carried out from a 23-foot (7m) fiberglass survey vessel suitable for shoal water
operations. The survey equipment employed includes the following equipment.

3.4.1 Magnetometer
Magnetic data were collected with a Geometrics 881 cesium marine magnetometer, capable of +/- 1/10
gamma resolution. A 10 Hz sampling rate by the magnetometer's towed sensor, coupled with a four-knot
vessel speed, generated a magnetic sample every 0.58 feet (.01m). The magnetometer sensor was towed 80
feet (24.3m) aft from the port side of the survey vessel.
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3.4.2 Side Scan Sonar
Sonar data were gathered with a Marine Sonic HDS two channel digital side-scan sonar unit with a dual
frequency 600/1200kHz side-scan sensor. The sonar sensor was towed 20 feet (6m) aft from the starboard
side of the survey vessel and operated at a range of 150 feet (45.7m) in either channel. This created a swath
of acoustic coverage 300 feet (91m) wide on each survey lane. Marine Sonic data acquisition software was
used to merge the acoustic data with real-time positioning data.

3.4.3 Sub Bottom Profiler
A 10-kHz SyQwest, Inc. StrataBox HD sub-bottom profiling system was used to collect sub-bottom data. This
boom-mounted profiling system is capable of up to 100 feet (30.4m) of sediment penetration in ideal
conditions and strata resolution of approximately 2.36 inches (5.9cm). The sub-bottom transducer was
attached to the port side of the survey vessel’s hull, amidships.

3.4.4 Bathymetry
Bathymetry data were obtained by using an Odom CV100 single beam fathometer operating at 200 kHz with
the transducer mounted directly below a Leica GS18 GPS antenna to minimize offsets. The CV100 was
calibrated for the localized sound velocity with a Digibar Pro sound velocity cast. Horizontally, the data is
referenced to the New York State Grid (NY-LI) based on NAD83(2011). Vertically, single beam data is
referenced to NAVD88 computed using the Geoid18. Quality control checks against RTK Tides were done
using the United States Geological Survey’s automatic tide station #01311850 in Jamaica Bay at Inwood
Marina and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s automatic tide station #8531680
operating in Sandy Hook, New Jersey.

3.5 Position Keeping Equipment
The boat’s horizontal and vertical positions were obtained by using a Leica GS18 GPS unit with Real-Time
Kinematic (RTK) corrections coming from the NYDOT NTRIP server via a cellular internet connection. A
Windows 10 laptop running Hypack 2020 interfacing the positioning, single beam and magnetometer data was
used for survey acquisition and data processing. Positioning data for side-scan sonar and sub-bottom data
were obtained with a Hemisphere differential GPS and all post-processing for those two data sets was
achieved with their specific software programs. All magnetometer, side-scan sonar, sub-bottom, and
bathymetric offsets on the vessel survey are depicted in a cutsheet of the boat’s set up (Appendix I).

3.6 Survey Procedures
The onboard laptop running Hypack was used to guide the survey vessel precisely along predetermined survey
lines that had been established at 100-foot (30.4m) offsets and oriented in a roughly east-west direction
(Figure 13). While surveying, vessel positions were continually updated on the computer monitor to assist the
vessel operator, and the X,Y data were continually logged onto all remote sensing units for post-processing and
plotting. Bathymetric data were collected and contoured at one-foot intervals to provide additional remote
sensing information for the evaluation of remote sensing targets (Figure 14).
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Figure 13: Survey Tracks in Offshore Borrow Area B-West
Notes:
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1) Lane Spacing = 100 feet
2) Thirteen (13) survey lanes were completed in a West-East orientation
3) Four corners for the survey area were provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District
4) Background Grid = New York (Long Island) State Plane Coordinates, NAD83, feet
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Figure 14: Bathymetric Contours of the Offshore Borrow Area B-West
Notes:

1) Depth Contour Intervals = One Foot
2) Black dashed line = APE
3) Background Grid = New York State Plane Coordinates, NAD83, feet

3.7 Data Analysis
3.7.1 Data Products - Magnetometer
The magnetometer collected data on the ambient magnetic field strength by measuring the variation in cesium
electron energy states. As the sensor passed over objects containing ferrous metal, a fluctuation in the earth’s
magnetic field was recorded. The fluctuation was measured in nanoteslas (nT) and is proportional to the
amount of ferrous metal contained in the sensed object and the distance from the sensor.
Magnetic data were edited for detailed analysis of all anomalies. During the editing process background noise
spikes were removed and a magnetic contour map was created with 10-nT (or gamma) intervals for the survey
area. Magnetic data editing consisted of using Hypack’s magnetic data editing program to review raw data (of
individual survey lines) and to delete any artificially induced noise or data spikes. Once all survey lines for the
project area were edited, the edited data were converted to an XYZ file also using Hypack (easting and northing
coordinates, and magnetometer data – measured in nT). Next, the XYZ files were imported into a Triangular
Irregular Network (TIN) modeling program in Hypack that was used to contour the data in 10-nT intervals
(Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Magnetic Contours at 10 nT (gamma) Intervals at Offshore Borrow Area B West
Notes:

1) Contour Interval = 10 nT (gamma)
2) Red lines = APE
3) Background Grid = New York (Long Island) State Plane Coordinates, NAD83, feet

3.7.2 Data Products - Side Scan Sonar
The side-scan sonar derives its information from reflected acoustic energy. Side-looking sonar, transmits and
receives, swept high-frequency bandwidth signals from transducers mounted on a sensor that is towed from a
survey vessel. Two sets of transducers mounted in an array along both sides of the towfish generate the short
duration acoustic pulses required for high-resolution images. The pulses are emitted in a thin, fan-shaped
pattern that spreads downward to either side of the towfish in a plane perpendicular to its path. As the fish is
towed along the survey track line, this acoustic beam sequentially scans the bottom from a point beneath the
fish outward to each side of the track line.
Acoustic energy reflected from any bottom discontinuities (exposed pipelines, rocks, or other obstructions) is
received by the set of transducers, amplified and transmitted to the survey vessel via a tow cable. The digital
output from state-of-the-art sonar units is essentially analogous to a high angle oblique photograph providing
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detailed representations of bottom features and characteristics. Sonar allows display of positive relief
(features extending above the bottom) and negative relief (such as depressions) in either light or dark opposing
contrast modes on a video monitor. Examination of the images thus allows a determination of significant
features and objects present on the bottom within a survey area.
Raw sonar records were inspected for potential man-made features and obstructions present on the bottom
surface. Sonar data were saved in separate files for each survey lane. Individual acoustic data files were
initially examined using SeaScan acoustic data review software to identify any unnatural or man-made features
in the records. Once identified, acoustic features were described using visible length, width, and height from
the bottom surface. Acoustic targets are normally defined according to their spatial extent, configuration,
location, and environmental context. As a last step, edited acoustic data were merged into a geo-referenced
sonar mosaic that was overlaid onto a background plan of the survey area (Figure 16). The sonar mosaic was
also overlaid with the magnetic contour map of the APE (Figure 17).

Figure 16: Sonar Mosaic of Offshore Borrow Area B-West
Notes:
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1) Locations of 14 sonar targets are indicated and listed in Table 1.
2) Black lines = APE
3) Background Grid = New York (Long Island) State Plane Coordinates, NAD83, feet
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Figure 17: Sonar Mosaic and Magnetic Contours at 10 nT (gamma) Intervals at Offshore Borrow Area B West
Notes:

1) Contour Interval = 10 nT (gamma)
2) Red lines = APE
3) Background Grid = New York (Long Island) State Plane Coordinates, NAD83, feet

3.7.3 Data Products – Sub Bottom Profiler
Sub-bottom survey data utilizes reflective energy to interpret conditions below the sea floor. Reflective energy
intensity depends on different densities of the sea floor and can be affected by various factors. The primary
interpretation is that the denser (harder) the riverbed, the stronger the reflective signal. The reflected signal
travels back through the water to the boat mounted transducer/receiver assembly that is fixed with DGPS
coordinates. This data is returned to on-board computers for real-time display and digital filing. All sub-bottom
data were saved in RAW formats in Stratabox software, Version 2.20, developed by Ocean Equipment
Corporation. During post-processing sub-bottom data were converted to JPEG formats.
The quality of these records depends greatly on the presence of subsurface horizons or anomalies that reflect
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the acoustic energy. Differences in soil types, density, water content, gas pockets, and degree of solidification
greatly influence the reflective properties of buried layers. There are several other factors that bear upon the
success of sub-bottom reflective surveys. These can be grouped into three areas: external, vessel, and
instrumentation limitations. All these factors make it difficult to identify individual features in the sub-bottom
strata. Sub-bottom profiling acoustic data for each survey lane were reviewed to identify subsurface signatures
of potential man-made structures. Representative imagery of the sub-bottom records are provided with data
from two survey lanes across the APE (Figures 18 and 19).

Figure 18: Representative Sub Bottom Data - Survey Lane 8
Notes:

1) File # 103538
2) Scale in Feet

Figure 19: Representative Sub Bottom Data - Survey Lane 12
Notes:

1) File # 102325
2) Scale in Feet

3.8 Evaluation of Remote Sensing Targets
Target signatures were evaluated using the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) criteria as a basis for
the assessment. For example, although an historic object might produce a remote sensing target signature, it
is unlikely that a single object (such as an historic anchor or cannon ball) has the potential to meet the criteria
for nomination to the NRHP.
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Target assessment was based primarily on the nature and characteristics of the acoustic and magnetic
signatures. Shipwrecks – large or small – often have distinctive acoustic signatures which are characterized
by geometrical features typically found only in a floating craft. Most geometrical features identified on the
bottom (in open water) are manmade objects. Often an acoustic signature will have an associated magnetic
signature. Generally, if the acoustic signature demonstrates geometric forms or intersecting lines with some
relief above the bottom surface and have a magnetic signature of any sort; it can be categorized as a
potentially significant target. Often, modern debris near docks, bridges, or an anchorage is easily identified
solely based on the characteristics of its acoustic signature. However, it is more common to find material
partially exposed. Frequently, these objects produce a record that obviously indicates a man-made object, but
the object is impossible to identify or date. Also, in making an archaeological assessment of any sonar target,
the history and modern use of the waterway must be taken into consideration. Naturally, historically active
areas tend to have greater potential for submerged cultural resources. The assessment process prioritizes
targets for further underwater archaeological investigations.
Magnetic target signatures alone are more difficult to assess. Without any supporting acoustic records, the
type of the bottom sediments and the water currents become more important to the assessment process. A
small, single-source magnetic signature has the least potential to be a significant cultural resource. Although it
might represent a single historic object, this type of signature has limited potential to meet NRHP criteria.
A more complex magnetic anomaly, represented by a broad monopolar or dipolar type signature, has a greater
potential to be a significant cultural resource, depending on bottom type. Shipwrecks that occur in areas
where the sea floor is relatively firm tend to remain exposed and are often visible on sonar records. A
magnetic anomaly that is identified in such an area and has no associated acoustic signature frequently can
be discounted as being a historic shipwreck. Most likely, such an anomaly is modern debris such as wire rope,
chain, discarded materials, or other ferrous material.
Soft migrating sand or mud can bury large wrecks, leaving little or no indication of their presence on the
bottom surface (via sonar data). The types of magnetic signatures that a boat or ship might produce are
infinite because of the large number of variables including location, position, chemical environment, other
metals, vessel type, cargo, sea state, etc. These variables are what determine the characteristics of every
magnetic target signature. Since shipwrecks occur in a dynamic environment, many of the variables are
subject to constant change. Thus, in assessing a magnetic anomaly’s potential to represent a significant
cultural resource, investigators must be circumspect in their predictions.
Broad, multi-component signatures (again, depending on bottom characteristics and other factors) often have
the greatest potential to represent a shipwreck. On the other hand, high-intensity, multi-component, magnetic
signatures (without an accompanying acoustic signature) in areas of relatively high velocity currents can be
discounted as a historic resource. Eddies created by the high-velocity currents almost always keep some
portion of a wreck exposed. Generally, wire rope or some other low-profile ferrous debris produces this type of
signature in these circumstances. Many types of magnetic anomalies display characteristics that are not easily
interpreted. The only definitive method of determining the nature of the object creating these anomalies is by
physical examination.
Typically, target locations with suspect cultural resource images on the sonar records coupled with associated
and appropriate magnetic signatures are classified as high probability targets.

4.0 Results
Magnetic data were contoured and plotted at 10 gamma intervals. Sonar and sub-bottom records were
inspected for potential man-made features present on and beneath the bottom surface.
After all the remote sensing data sets were processed, reviewed, and cross-referenced a total of 14 remote
sensing target locations were identified in the APE. All 14 targets were side-scan sonar targets with no
associated magnetic signature. There was little magnetic variation across the APE and no sustained magnetic
anomalies or magnetic targets were identified. However, none of the 14 sonar targets that were identified
were considered to be suggestive of submerged cultural resources. All sonar targets appear to be natural
features or formations that are isolated on an otherwise featureless bottom – except for two pockets of welldefined sand ridges/waves within the northern portion of the APE. The sonar targets vary in size and
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configuration; several of the targets appear to be pockets of hard bottom materials that extend above the
otherwise flat sand/mud bottom sediments. Complete descriptions of the 14 sonar targets are contained in
Table 3.
Table 3. Sonar Targets in Offshore Borrow Area B-West (14)
Target Image

February 2021

Target Information

Characteristics

1
● Click Position
40° 32.72492' N 073° 44.12904' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1057765.13 (Y) 138097.09
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0002.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0002

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 19.46 US ft
● Target Height: 1.97 US ft
● Target Length: 19.51 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Small mound that
appears to be natural and is isolated.

2
● Click Position
40° 32.79095' N 073° 43.92088' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058728.13 (Y) 138500.92
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0002.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0002

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 21.38 US ft
● Target Height: 3.12 US ft
● Target Length: 30.86 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Mound that is part of a
large pattern of exposed sand waves on
bottom surface.

3
● Click Position
40° 32.69041' N 073° 44.08602' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1057965.06 (Y) 137888.09
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0004.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0004

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 32.12 US ft
● Target Height: 1.24 US ft
● Target Length: 36.94 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Rounded feature that may
be part of natural bottom.

4
● Click Position
40° 32.72704' N 073° 44.06678' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058053.51 (Y) 138110.84
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0004.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0004

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 48.31 US ft
● Target Height: 3.64 US ft
● Target Length: 54.14 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Large rounded bottom
feature/formation that may be natural.
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Target Image
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Target Information

Characteristics

5
● Click Position
40° 32.61318' N 073° 44.13343' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1057746.88 (Y) 137418.50
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0010.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0010

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 24.99 US ft
● Target Height: 3.44 US ft
● Target Length: 35.46 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Rounded
feature/formation on the bottom that
may be natural.

6
● Click Position
40° 32.65401' N 073° 43.92218' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058724.64 (Y) 137669.38
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0010.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0010

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 25.46 US ft
● Target Height: 2.13 US ft
● Target Length: 31.65 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Rounded
feature/formation on the bottom that
may be natural.

7
● Click Position
40° 32.66545' N 073° 43.87903' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058924.33 (Y) 137739.50
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0010.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0010

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 15.73 US ft
● Target Height: 3.30 US ft
● Target Length: 29.21 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Oblong feature/formation
that may be natural.

8
● Click Position
40° 32.59405' N 073° 43.92778' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058699.82 (Y) 137305.23
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0012.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0012

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 28.22 US ft
● Target Height: 4.32 US ft
● Target Length: 38.68 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Rounded formation on the
bottom that appears to be natural.
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Target Image
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Target Information

Characteristics

9
● Click Position
40° 32.54524' N 073° 43.98768' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058423.26 (Y) 137008.02
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0014.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0014

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 21.14 US ft
● Target Height: 3.08 US ft
● Target Length: 28.39 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Circular formation that
appears to be natural.

10
● Click Position
40° 32.54907' N 073° 43.96269' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058538.93 (Y) 137031.61
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0014.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0014

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 45.91 US ft
● Target Height: 4.50 US ft
● Target Length: 57.00 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Hard formation extending
up above the surrounding bottom
sediments. Appears to be a natural
formation.

11
● Click Position
40° 32.57088' N 073° 43.86817' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058976.36 (Y) 137165.42
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0014.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0014

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 42.49 US ft
● Target Height: 2.40 US ft
● Target Length: 95.21 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Large oblong formation on
the bottom that appears to be natural.

12
● Click Position
40° 32.56582' N 073° 43.98386' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058440.58 (Y) 137133.07
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0016.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0016

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 29.77 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 34.76 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Rounded
feature/formation on the bottom that
appears to be natural.
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Target Image

Target Information

Characteristics

13
● Click Position
40° 32.56540' N 073° 43.96051' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058548.76 (Y) 137130.83
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0016.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0016

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 28.43 US ft
● Target Height: 3.62 US ft
● Target Length: 39.54 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: Hard formation extending
up above the surrounding bottom
sediments. Appears to be a natural
formation like Target 10.

14
● Click Position
40° 32.69828' N 073° 43.92148' W
(WGS84)
(X) 1058727.08 (Y) 137938.21
(Projected Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NY83-LIF
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Sonar
Data\Rockaways\Offshore\BWest\2020SEP24_0022.sds
● Line Name: 2020SEP24_0022

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 2.09 US ft
● Target Height: 1.50 US ft
● Target Length: 52.79 US ft
● Mag Anomaly: No
● Description: A linear formation that
rises slightly above the surrounding
bottom surface. Appears to be a natural
formation.

5.0 Summary and Recommendations
In conjunction with the District’s East Rockaway Inlet to Rockaway Inlet and Jamaica Bay Integrated Hurricane
Sandy General Reevaluation Project, a Phase I Underwater Archaeological Remote Sensing Investigation was
performed to assess the presence or absence of potential submerged cultural resources within offshore
Borrow Area B-West.
A comprehensive magnetic, acoustic, seismic, and bathymetric remote sensing survey was conducted across
the 33.26 acres (13.5 hectares) APE that was located in the Atlantic Ocean, 2.5 nautical miles
south/southeast of East Rockaway Inlet, Queens Borough, New York, New York.
The goal of the underwater work was to determine the presence or absence of potential submerged cultural
resource sites that might be affected by the proposed sand harvesting activities within the APE. The potential
range of prehistoric occupation of the survey area extends from pre-Clovis through the Late Archaic period,
when sea rise inundated whatever ephemeral sites may have been present (Panamerican Consultants, Inc.,
2020: 12-15). Historic background research confirms an extensive level of maritime activity off Long Island’s
Atlantic Coast, dating back to the 17th century. Dutch sailors colonized the region and were the first to
extensively use the approaches to New York Harbor to connect their settlements with the rest of the world.
Since the 17th century, the approaches to New York, including routes off the south shore of Long Island and
northern New Jersey, have provided transportation arteries that fostered the subsequent economic and social
development of the entire region. However, maritime activity within the offshore regions was almost
exclusively transient. Vessels crossing the offshore area south of Long Island were involved with coastal
trading networks linking New York with all major European ports as well as other coastal ports from Maine to
Texas. Additionally, maritime traffic from New York City extended to ports in the Caribbean, Central and South
America.
As a result of these historic activities offshore of Long Island’s Atlantic Coast, submerged cultural resources
that are associated with every phase of the region’s historical development may have been deposited in Long
Island’s coastal waters. Historic research documented hundreds of shipwreck losses and accidents along
Long Island’s Atlantic Coast since the 17th century. The proposed dredging of the Offshore Borrow Area BWest may impact any potentially significant submerged cultural resources that have been deposited in the
APE.
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Analysis of fieldwork data confirms the presence of 14 side-scan sonar targets in the APE. All 14 locations
were acoustic-only targets with no associated magnetic signatures. All sonar targets appear to be natural
features or formations that are isolated on an otherwise featureless bottom. The sonar targets vary in size and
configuration; several of the targets appear to be pockets of hard bottom materials that extend above the
otherwise flat sand/mud bottom sediments.
In summary, inspection of the remote sensing data from the project APE identified 14 remote sensing targets;
all were side-scan sonar targets. However, none of the target locations generated an associated magnetic
signature and none are considered high probability targets, suggestive of submerged cultural resources.
No additional underwater archaeological investigations are recommended in the Offshore Borrow Area B-West.
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Appendix I: Vessel Setup

Cut Sheet of Offsets on Survey Boat
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Appendix
II:
Specifications
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Sensing

Equipment

Geometrics 881 Magnetometer
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Marine Sonic HDS Side Scan Sonar
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SyQwest StrataBox HD Sub Bottom Profiler
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Odem CV100 Single Beam Fathometer
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Leica GPS Positioning System
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Burlington Harbor, Chittenden County, Vermont. Submitted to City of Burlington Parks,
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Education:
MA Anthropology, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, 2004.
Thesis: His Majesty’s Hired Transport Schooner Nancy
BA Anthropology and History, Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana, 1995.

Christopher R. Sabick
30 MacDonough Dr.
Vergennes, VT 05491
(802) 578-8205

Professional Experience:
Lake Champlain Maritime Museum
Director of Research and Archaeology, March 2014-present
Interim Archaeological Director, September 2013 – March 2014
Director of Conservation, May 2000 – August 2013
Archaeological Conservator, June 1999 - May 2000
Selected Projects:
• Director, Matton Shipyard Archeological Inventory. October 2019-present
• Co-Director, Kings Shipyard Survey, Ticonderoga New York. May 2019-present
• Principal Investigator, Basin Harbor Shipwreck Underwater Archaeology Field School. May-June 2018
• Principal Investigator, Phase III Investigation of Wreck Site A13, Onondaga Lake, NY. 2014-2016
• Archaeological Director, Sloop Island Canal Boat 3D Sonar Documentation Project. July 2012-prestent
• Archaeological Diver, Onondaga Lake Cultural Resources Survey 2010-present
• Archaeological Diver, Hudson River PCB Superfund Clean-up. 2009-present
• Archaeological Diver and Conservator, Sloop Island Canal Boat Documentation Project. 2002-2003
Selected Publications:
2019
Sabick, Christopher R., Cherilyn Gilligan. Matton Shipyard Archaeological Inventory, Cohoes, Albany
County, New York. In-process.
2018

Sabick, Christopher R, Cherilyn Gilligan. Phase I Underwater Archaeological Investigation for Proposed
Crosslake Fibre Project in U.S. Waters of Lake Ontario from the U.S.-Canadian International Border to
the Town of Wilson, Niagara County, New York. Submitted to New York SHPOs office.
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Sabick, Christopher R. and Paul Gates, Underwater Archaeological Resource Assessment Carried Out In
Support Of The Tier II Boating Infrastructure Grant Project, Burlington Harbor, Chittenden County,
Vermont. Submitted to City of Burlington Parks, Recreation and Waterfront.

2016

Sabick, Christopher R., Sarah Lyman, Cherilyn Gilligan. Phase III Underwater Archaeological
Documentation of Anomaly (A13), Subsite of the Onondaga Lake Superfund Site, Onondaga County,
New York. Submitted to New York SHPOs office.

2015

Sabick, Christopher R., Paul W. Gates. Underwater Archaeological Resource Assessment for the North
Hero-Grand Isle BFH 028-1(26) Bridge Rehabilitation Project, Grand Isle County, Vermont. Submitted to
Vermont Division of Historic Preservation and Hartgen Archaeological Associates.

2013

Sabick, Christopher R. His Majesties’ Royal Transport Schooner Nancy: History and Construction. Coffins
of the Brave: The Archaeology of War of 1812 Shipwrecks. Texas A&M University Press.
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Gates, Paul, Adam Kane, Christopher R. Sabick. Fort Edward Canal Infrastructure Survey. Submitted to
USEPA Region 1.
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